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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Smith, A.D.M.; Punt, AX.; Wayte, S.E.; Starr, P.J.; Francis, RLC.C.; Stokes, T.K.; 
Hilborn, R; Langley, A. (2002). Stock assessment of the northeast Chatham Rise orange 
roughy for 2001. 

New Zealand F&heries Assessment Report ZOOU2S. 30 p. 

This report provides assessment results for the orange mughy stock on the northeast Chatham 
Rise, including the major spawning grounds to the north of the Chatham Rise and other 
grounds at the eastern end of the Rise. The assessment estimates the parameters of the growth 
curve within the assessment. It also uses new data on age-frequency, length-at-age, and ken& 
in catch-rates, as well as revised acoustic estimates. The catches, trawl survey indices, 
acoustic estimates, and catch rates used in this assessment are the same as those used by 
Francis (2001). However, Francis (2001) does not use the age-frequency or the length-at-age 
data directly, and uses mean lengths rather than survey and observer length-frequencies. 

The base-case assessment fits all the data sets reasonably well, with no evidence for major 
model mis-specification. The resultsshow that the age-at-50%-recmifment is larger than the 
age-at-50%-maturity. Mature biomass slightly exceeds recruited biomass, but there is no 
evidence for a large pool of mature but unrecruited animals. 

The base-case results are broadly similar to those of Francis (2001). Both assessments show 
similar trends in abundance, and both &ate the stock to be currently above Bmy with high 
probability. The estimates of MCY and MAY are also similar between the two assessments, 
but the estimates of CAY are higher in this assessment than in Francis (2001), and results 
from catch projections are much more optimistic. 

The results are sensitive to some of the assumptions and data set choices. In particular, the 
estimates of current depletion and of yields based on catch projections are considerably more 
optimistic when all of the data are used and growth is estimated within the assessment. 
However, the general conclusion that the stock is currently above target reference levels is 
robust across data set choices and assumptions, a result also found by Francis (2001). 

This document represents the final report for a project funded by the Orange Roughy 
Management Company. 

Reference 
Francis, R1.C.C. (2001). New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 2001/41.32 p. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The northeast Chatham Rise orange roughy stock is found in an area that includes a major spawning 
area to the north of the Chatham islands (the spawning box) and a series of pinnacles to the east 
(Figure 1). Orange roughy on the Chatham Rise was assessed and managed as a single stock before 
1997, but since then the spawning box and northeast hills area has been treated as a separate stock. 
Francis (2001a) described the development of the fishery since 1978-79. 

The assessments for this stock (along with those for most stocks of orange roughy in New Zealand) 
have been conducted primarily using the stock reduction method of Francis et al. (1992). For the 
spawning boxhortheast hills area, this approach involved fitting an age-structured population 
dynamics model to a data set consisting of time series of catches, trawl survey indices, and the mean 
length of fish sampled during the surveys (Francis 1999). An important and necessary assumption of 
this approach was that recruitment to the fishery corresponded to the onset of maturity, with the 
recruihnentlmahuity ogive estimated from data independently of the assessment. This approach also 
implied that the recruited biomass and the spawning biomass were identical. 

Hilbom et al. (2000) inhoduced twosignificant modifications to the assessment method: fitting to the 
entire length-frequency distributions rather than to mean length, and estimating the recruitment ogive 
along with the other model parameters rather than assuming it is identical to the maturity ogive. This 
approach resulted in estimates of the age-at-50%-recruitment substantially in excess of the (assumed) 
age-at-50%-maturity, implying a large pool of mature but unrec~ited fish. These results were 
regarded as "interesting", but were not used as the basis for setting TACCs in 2000. 

Towards the end of 2000, the Orange Roughy Management Company initiated a project to pursue the 
approach of Hilborn et al. (2000) further. The work was undertaken as a collaborative project by 
scientists from CSIRO Marine Research, the University of Washiion, NIWA, and SeaFIC. This 
report describes the outcomes of that project. Results are compared with the assessment of the same 
stock by Francis (2001a) and Hilborn et al. (2000). The results reported in this document are not 
identical to those reported in the May 2001 assessment plenary report (Annala et. al. (2001)). This is 
because the Bavesian analvses were re~eated followine the assessment plenary based on a much . .. 
larger number 0; MCMC &cles. 

Figure 1: The Chatham Rise, showing the areas considered for the assessments of this report. 



2. DATA SOURCES AND METHODS 

2.1 Data sources 

Several sources of data (catches, catch-rates, trawl survey indices of relative abundance. an estimate 
of acoustic biomass, length-frequency, agecomposition, and length-at-age data) are available for 
assessment purposes. The catch data (corrected for over-runs due to lost fuh and discards, and 
discrepancies in tray weights and conversion factors) for the spawning box and the northeast hills area 
of the Chatham Rise are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Catch history for the spawning box and east hills. AU years are from 1 October - 30 September. 

Year 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
198S84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
199C-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 

Reported catch ( t )  
11 800 
29 100 
16 100 
17 400 
5 200 
16 500 
19 500 
21 100 
22 600 
15 800 
19 800 
17 300 
12 200 
13 000 
4 800 
4 900 
4000 
3 800 
3 600 
4 600 
3 600 
4 600 

Overmn (%) Total catch (t) 
30 15 340 
30 37 830 
30 20 930 
30 22 620 
30 6 760 
30 21 450 
30 25 350 
28 27 008 
26 28 476 
2A 19 592 
22 24 156 
20 20 760 
15 14 030 
10 14 300 
10 5 280 
10 5 390 
5 4 200 
5 3 990 
5 3 780 
5 4 830 
5 3 780 
5 4 830 

Two sources of information on relative abundance are available (trawl survey indices and catch-rates): 
the two relative abundance series with their associated sampling coefficients of variation (c.v.s) are 
given in Table 2. The trawl survey indices are the standard series used in past assessments (Francis 
1999), while the catch-rate series represents the results of the application of Generalised Linear 
Modelling techniques to the orange roughy catch and effort data for the spawning box (Langley 
2001). Sensitivity is explored to splitting the catch-rate series into two series (1983-92 and 1996-99). 
as in recent years there has been a considerable change in the configuration of the fleet, the operation 
of the fishery, and the intensity of f~h ing  effort (Langley 2001). The higher trawl survey index (61 
000 t) for 1994 is used for the bulk of the analyses: 

The squared c.v.s used in the analyses are based on inflating the squares of the c.v.s in Table 2 by 0.2' 
and 0.17' (trawl surveys and catch-rates respectively) to account for additional uncertainty associated 
with use of the data in Table 2 as indices of relative abundance (Francis et al. 2001, Francis 2001b). 



Table% The two relative abundance series and the time series of mean len&tbs with their assoaated 
'sampling' coefficients of variation (c.v.). 

Year l h w l  
survey 

1983 
1984 - 130000 
1985 111 000 
1986 77 000 
1987 60000 
1988 73 000 
1989 54 000 
1990 34 000 
1991 
1992 22 000 
1993 
1994 61 000 

or 21 000 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999. 

C.V. 

0.17 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
0.25 
0.18 
0.19 

0.34 

0.67 

C.V. Mean C.V. 

0.0077 
0.0044 
0.0059 
0.0042 
0.0073 
0.0068 
0.0063 

0.0107 

0.0137 

Acoustic estimates of biomass can be derived from two surveys conducted during 1998 and one 
survey during 2000. These surveys covered different areas but have been combined to produce four 
estimates (which are assumed to apply to 1999) based on different assumptions regarding target 
strength and background density (Doonan & Bull 2001). For the bulk of the analyses of this report, 
the highest and lowest estimates were averaged to produce a single value (142 000 t), although 
sensitivity is explored to instead basing the assessment on the highest and lowest estimates (123 000 t 
and 161 000 t respectively). The C.V. for these estimates (0.16) seems unrealistically low given the 
assumptions underlying the method of estimation. Therefore, the C.V. assumed for the acoustic 
estimates of biomass is (arbitrarily) set equal to 0.4. 

Length-frequency data for orange roughy in the spawning box are available from nine research 
surveys and from observer data in the Wish Scientific Observer database (see Table 2 for the mean 
lengths from these surveys). Hilbom et al. (2000) detailed the approach used to obtain the observer 
length-frequency distributions used for the analyses of this report. Inter a h ,  this involved restricting 
the data to those from the spawning box and excluding the data for 1992-93 (considered atypical, 
possibly reflecting the low numbers of tows sampled in that year - Hilbom et al. (2000)). Information 
on length-at-age is available from the 1984 and 1990 surveys. 

Age-composition data by sex are available from the 1984 Otago Buccaneer survey of the spawning 
box. Fish over 24 cm long are the only ones used in this calculation because the otolith sample was 
restricted to fish of this length. The estimated number of fish of age a aid sex s in the survey area, 
N: , is estimated by: 

where is the weight assigned to survey station i (which is in survey stratum]>: 

4.f is the number of aged fish from station i that are of sex s and age a, 



A, is the area of stratum j, 

ci is the catch-rate (kg.&') for station i (based on fish of length 2 24 cm), 

m, is the number of stations in stratum j, 

S, is the set of stations in stratum j, 

wi is the weight (Jig) of aged fish from station i (calculated from the lengths of the aged 

fish and the length-weight regression W(kg) = 9.63 x ~(cm)'~' ). 

The effective sample sizes for the survey length-frequency data (Table 3) are determined using the 
approach outlined by Francis et al. (1992, 1993). and the sample sizes for the observer length- 
frequencies are based on the sample sizes in table 7 of Hilborn et al. (2000). For the years for which 
there are both survey and observer length-frequency data, the effective sample sizes for the latter are 
calculated by multiplying the actual sample sizes for the observer length-frequency data by the ratio 
of the effective to the actual sample sizes for the survey length-frequency data. The effective sample 
sizes for the observer length-frequency data for the remaining years are calculated by multiplying the 
actual sample sizes by 0.01 (the average of the ratios of effective to actual sample sizes for the survey 
length-frequency data for the years in which there are both survey and observer length-frequency 
data). The effective sample sizes for the age-composition data based on the algorithm used to 
determine the effective sample sizes for the survey length-frequency data are 34 and 24 (males and 
females) respectively. However, these samples sizes are multiplied by 10 to increase the emphasis 
placed on these data. Sensitivity tests examine the implications of not increasing the effective sample 
size for the agecomposition data. 

Table 3: Effective sample sizes for the length-frequency data. 

Year 

1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 

Survey length-frequency data 
Males Females 

Observer length-frequency data 
Males Females 

The weight applied to each length-at-age data point is given by (see Equation 2). 

2.2 The population dynamics model and the likelihood function 

The population dynamics model (Appendix A) is m y  identical to that used for previous 
assessments of Chatham Rise orange roughy (Francis et al. 1995, Francis 1999). The key difference, 
in common with the model used by Hilbom et al. (2000), is that the age-specific probabilities of being 

' recruited to the fishery, and of being selected during the trawl surveys, are not forced to be the same 
as those of being mature. Instead, the parameters oflogistic functions that definethe probability of 
being recruited to the fishery and to the trawl survey are estimated as free parameters of the model. 



The abundance indices are assumed to be independently and identically distributed about the 
corresponding model quantities (see Section 1 of Appendix B) while the mean length data are 
assumed to be relative indices of the model-predicted mean length of the catch. The length-frequency 
and age-composition data are included in the likelihood function based on the robust likelihood 
formulation of Foumier et al. (1998). This formulation is modified so that the variance depends on the 
observed rather than the predicted proportions because this leads to less biased estimates (M. 
Maunder, IATTC, pers. commn) 

Length-at-age is assumed to be log-normally distributed about the von Bertaladfy growth equation 
(see Section 5 of Appendix B). 

2.3 Parameter estimation 

Results are summatised by the mode of the posterior density function (the MF'D estimates) and by full 
Bayesian posterior distributions. Table 4 lists the parameters for the basesase analysis. The value for 
the parameter that dehnes the width of the recruitment ogive, S, was fixed at 5 for the calculations in 
which the age-composition or the length-frequency data are included in the analyses based on 
preliminary fits of the model. The width of the s w e y  selectivity ogive (see Equation B.5) has also 
been fixed at 5 for these analyses. 

Including the catchability coefficients (nuisance parameters for which closed form'solutions exist - 
Walters & Ludwig (1994)). there are 90 estimable parameters (two selectivity parameters, 79 
recruitment deviations, 6 growth parameters, 2 catchability coefficients, and Bo). The performance of 
the MCMC algorithm used in the Bayesian analyses is improved if the parameters are uncorrelated. 
The estimates of the growth parameters L: and K' (see Equation A.6) were found to be quite highly 

correlated. The growth n w e  was therefore reparameterised in terms of length at ages 30 and 60 (L:, 

and L;). Convergence statistics (not shown, but see below) were substantially improved by this 
reparameterisation. 

The recruitment deviations are bias-corrected when conducting the Bayesian analyses (see Equations 
A.7 and A.lO). However, the biascorrection factors are not applied when conducting the MPD 
analyses. The rationale for this is that if there were no data (and the historical catches were all zero), 

the MF'D estimate of current biomass should be Bi rather than ~ , e - ~  which it would beif the bias- 
correction factors were included in the MPD analyses. 



Table 4: The parameters for the base-case analyses. - indicates that the parameter concerned is not 
included in the model. hiors  are provided for the estimated parawters. 

Parameter 
Natural mortality 
Age-at-50%-recruitment 
Gradual r d m n t  
Age-at-50%-survey- 
recruitment 
Age-at-50%-maturity 
Gradual maturity 
von Bertalanffy 
parameters 

Length-weight 
parameters 

Recruitment variability 

Recruitment steepness 
Plus-group age 
Vugin biomass 
Recruitment deviations 
(a=l,2,..,z-1) 
Catchability coefficients 
(trawl survey and catch-rate) 

Pemale - 
- 
- 

- - 
Ektimtd 

Estimtd 

0' 

Estimtd 
- 

- 

- 
- 

- 

Both sexes 
0.045 yi' 
Estimated 

5 yr 
Estimated 

29 yr 
3 yr 

- 

- 
0.0000921 

kglcm3 
2.7 1 
1.1 

0.75 

80 yr 
Estimated 
Estimated 

Estimated 

Prior Source 

Horn et al. (1998) 
Hornet al. (1998) 

U[25,40 cm] 

U[30,45 cml 

U[O, 11 
Francis et al. (1993) 

Francis & 
Robertson (1990); 
Punt (unpublished 
data) 
Assumed 

The basecase analysis (abbreviation TC~SOLA') estimates all 90 parameters and uses all of the 
available data. Sensitivity tests involve modifying the data set choices. Some of these sensitivity tests 
involve not fitting to the length-frequency, age-composition, or length-at-age data. For these 
sensitivity tests the parameters that determine the recruitment ogives and the growth curve have to be 
pre-specified (Table 5). 

Table 5: The pre-specifled values for the recruitment and growth parameters. 

Parameter Symbol Male Female Both sexes 
Age-at-50%-recruitment A, - 
Gradual recruitment 

29 yr 
' sr 3 Yr 

Age-at-50%-survey-recruitment A, - 
von Bertalanffy parameters 

29 yr r: 36.4 cm 38.0 cm 

Kk 0.070 yi' 0.061 yfl 
6 -0.4 yt -0.6 yr 

The posterior distributions for the quantities of interest to management (and those upon which the 
projections were based) were determined using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm 
(Hastings 1970, Gelman et al. 1995). This method is preferred to the Sample-Importance-Resample 
(SIR) algorithm (Rubin 1987) as it performs better for assessments based on age- ind size- 
composition data (Punt & Hilborn 1997). The MCMC method is easy to apply but suffers from the 

-- --  

I t$ was fixed at 0 because otherwise unrealistically large negative values were estimated due to the lack of data 
at the younger ages. 



problem that it is not possible to prove that it has been run for a sufficiedy long period to ensure that 
it has converged to the posterior distribution. A variety of diagnostic statistics (see Geweke (1992). 
Raftery & Lewis (1992), and Heidelberger & Welch (1983) for details) and plots (e.g., traces and the 
correlation between adjacent values in the chain) were used to assess whether convergence had taken 
place. It should be noted that these statistics and plots only detect failure to achieve convergence, they 
cannot indicate that convergence has, in fact, occurred. 

The Bayesian results are based on 1 4M) 000 cycles of the MCMC algorithm, the first 400 000 of 
which were discarded as a 'burn in' period. The remaining 1 000 000 cycles were sampled every 400 
cycles to produce 2500 draws horn the posterior. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Fits to the data (base-case analysis) 

The base-case analysis (abbreviation TCA-SOLA) includes all of the data and estimates all 90 free 
parameters. Figure 2 shows the fits to the two relative abundance indices and to the acoustic estimate 
of biomass. The model does not replicate the drop in the trawl survey index from 1984 to 1986 and it 
also does not match the acoustic estimate of biomass particularly well. The poor fit to the acoustic 
estimate of biomass is, however, probably a consequence of the high C.V. (0.4) assumed for this data 
point. The inability to fit the early trawl s w e y  indices is probably a result of diierent trends over the 
years 1983 to 1986 for the trawl and catch-rate indices, with the catch-rate indices being given greater 
weight when fitting the model than the trawl indices owing to their lower (assumed) c.v.s (Table 2, 
Figure 2). 

Trawl lmlices CPUE indices 

Mature-recruited biomass 

Figure 2: The base-case fits to the trawl and catch-rate indices and to the acoustic estimate of biomass. 
The solid lines are posterior medians and the dotted lines 90% prohabiity intervals. The whiskers about 
the data points (solid dots) represent 95% confidence intervals. 



The base-case MPD fits to the agecomposition and the length-frequency data are shown in Figures 3 
and 4 (the full posteriors are'not shown as they lead to rather cluttered graphs). The fits to the age- 
composition data are relatively poor. This is due to inconsistency between the data for the two sexes 
regarding whichare strong and weak yearclasses, whilst the model nevertheless assumes a 5050 sex- 
ratio at birth. There is no evidence for substantial model mis-specification effects from the fits to the 
length-frequency data (Figure.4). However, there is a tendency for the model to under-predict the 
catch of 20-30 cm animals. As expected from the low effective sample sizes for the 1992 and 1994 
survey length-frequency data (see Table 3), the fits for these years are relatively poorer than for the 
remaining years. 

Male age data Female age data 

8 
ti t l  

Figure 3: MPD fits (solid Lines) to the age-composition data (solid dots) for the base-case analysis. 

Males: 1984 
I 

Females: 1984 Males: 1985 
I 

Females: 1985 - 

w m  
Females: 1992 

Males: 1986 
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MaleS: 1989 

Figure 4(a): Base-case MPD fib (solid lines) to the survey length-frequency data (solid 

Females: 1988 - 

I dots). 
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Figore 4@): Basesase MPD fits (solid lines) to the observer length-frequency data (solid dots). 

Figure 5 shows the posterior median and 90% probability intervals for the estimated growth curve 
(mean length-at-age and individual length-at-age) and the fit to the length-at-age data For fish aged 
less than 25 years, the effective sample size small, and the model fits are poor. For animals larger 
than 30 cm, the 90% probability intervals for individual length-at-age well represent the lengthat-age 
data. 

Males Females 

* 
. . - L'.-.. 

- g 8  
.! 

c 

0 

0 20 40 B O W  1M) 120 140 0 20 40 W 80 1W 120 140 

k i n  (vr) h e  IN 

F i r e  5: Base-case posterior medians and 90% probability intervals of mean length-at-age (dotted lines) 
and indi6dual length-at-age (dotdashed lines), and the length-at-age data used for estimation purposes 
(solid dots). 

3.2 MPD sensitivity tests 

Tables 6 and 7 show results for sensitivity tests that involve modifying the choice of data sets 
included in the analysis. The results in Table 6 are for analyses including at least two of the age- 
composition, length-frequency, or length-at-age data sets; they therefore include estimates of the 
parameters of the growth curves and recruitment ogives. The values for parameters of the growth 
curves are shown in terms of L, and K rather than as the lengths at ages 30 and 60 to ease 
comparison with the fixed values reported in Table 5. The results shown in Table 7 (except those for 



the basecase analysis) are for analyses in which the growth and recruitment parameters are fxed (see 
Table 5). The results reported for each analysis are the estimates of the growth and recruitment 
parameters; the pre-exploitation, 1978-79, and 1999-2000 biomasses; and the ratios of the 1999- 
2000 biomass to the pre-exploitation equhbrium and 1978-79 biomasses. Results are shown for both 
mid-season recruited biomass (Equation B.4c) and mid-season mature biomass (both sexes 
combined). Also indicated is the contribution of each data source to the negative of the logarithm of 
the mode of the posterior density function. The results in Table 7 should be interpreted with some 
caution because the number of data points for the analyses that fix the growth and recruitment 
parameters is small compared with the number of estimable parameters. 

The analyses display a number of general features. All analyses that use the length-frequency data 
(i.e., all the analyses in Table 6 except for TCA-AL) indicate thst the 1978-79 biomass was larger 
(by between 10 and 16%) than the pre-exploitation equilibrium biomass, Bo. This is because these 
analyses all suggest that some very strong yearclasses (~ecruitment deviations geater than 1) were 
present in the population in 1978-79. Such year-classes appear to be needed to retain consistency with 
the length-frequency information (but not necessarily the mean length data - see analysis TCM' in 
Table 7). Except for TCAAL, TA-SOLA, and the analysis in which the catch-rate series is split into 
two (TC2AASOLA), theanalyses in Table 6al l  indicate the recruited b i o k s  in 1999-2000 to be 
close to or larger than half of the 1978-79 recruited biomass and to be in excess of half of Bo. In 
contrast, TCLAL, TA-SOLA, TC2A-SOLA and the analyses that fix the growth and recruitment 
parameters indicate the recruited biomass in 1999-2000 to be between 36 and 45% of Bo. 

Ignoring the length-at-age data has little impact on the results (contrast TCA-SOLA with TCA-SOA 
in Table 6). Ignoring the age-composition data (analysis TCLSOL) leads to slightly larger initial 
biomasses but to essentially unchanged estimates of current biomass. In contrast to the virtual lack of 
sensitivity to ignoring the length-at-age and agecomposition data, ignoring the length-frequency data 
(analysis TCA-AL) leads to much less optimistic results (lower initial and current biomasses and 
lower current depletions). A feature of this sensitivity test is the much poorer fit to the acoustic 
estimate of biomass (a model-estimate of 57 000 t compared to a model-estimate of 123 000 t for 
TCA-SOLA and the actual estimate of acoustic biomass of 142 000 t). The results for the analyses in 
which the survey and observer length-frequency data are omitted in turn are intermediate between 
those for TCA-SOLA and TCA-AL. 

Ignoring the catch-rate data (analysis TA-SOLA) leads to less optimistic results and ignoring the 
trawl survey data (analysis CA-SOLA) leads to more optimistic results. This result is not unexpected 
given the fits to these data for the basecase analysis (see Figure 2). An analysis (TloCA-SOLA) that 
replaces the 1994 trawl survey index of 61 000 t by an alternative estimate (21 000 t, C.V. = 0.34) 
shows little impact on the results. Reducing the effective sample size assumed for the age- 
composition by a factor of 10 (i.e., assuming effective sample sizes of 34 and 24 for males and 
females respectively; analysis TCA-SOLAIO) leads to a more depleted population. Splitting the 
catch-rate series into two series (1983-92 and 199fi-99) (analysis TC2A-SOLA) leads to the most 
pessimistic of the results in Table 6 in terms of the depletion of the recruited component of the 
population, while ignoring length-frequency data (analysis TCA-AL) is most pessimistic in terms of 
the depletion of the mature component of the population. 

Fixing the values for the growth and recruitment parameters (Table 7) leads, in general, to less 
optimistic results. The depletion levels relative to 1978-79 are in the range 0.37 to 0.50, and 0.38 to 
0.57 relative to Bo. 

The estimate of the age-at-50%-survey-selectivity is always equal to its lower bound of 29 years (the 
assumed age-at-50%-maturity). Furthermore, if either the survey length-frequency data or the 

3 Indicates that the Trawl survey, Catch rate, Acoustic estimate, and Mean length data are included in the 
analysis. 
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observer length-frequency data are ignored (analyses TCA-0LA and TCA-SLA), the estimate of the 
age-at-50%-selectivity for the commercial fishery is equal to its lower limit of 29 years. 

Table 6: Specifications and resnlts for the sensitivity tests that involve modifging the base-ease analysis 
(TCA-SOLA). Reported biomasses are mid-season values. Biomass unit5 are '000 t 

Data 
Trawl survey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey U s  
Observer US 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 
Mean length 

Parameters 

4. '4 
r: (m.0 
Kt (m,0 
d (a0 

Derived parameters 
Recruited : Bo 
Recruited : B79 
Recruited : Boa 
Recruited : Bm/Bo 
Recruited : Bm/B79 
Mature : Bo 
Mature : B79 
Mature : 'Bw 
Mature : B d o  
Mature : 

Likelihood components 
Trawl survey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 
Mean length 
Rec devs 
Total 

Analysis acronym 
TCLSOLA TCASOA TC4SOL TCA-AL TA-SOLA 

Yes 
Yes 
142 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
no 

(305.29.0) 
(36.6,38.0) 

(0.072.0.077) 
(0.05,0.053) 

359 
415 
207 

0.58 
0.50 
378 
429 
25 1 
0.66 
0.59 

4.45 
8.53 
0.35 

-2976 
-2060 
12.49 
-615 

10.17 
-5616 

Yes 
no 

142 
Yes 
yes. 
yes 
Yes 
no 



Table 6 (continued) 

Data 
Trawl survey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LSs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age hquency 
Mean length 

Derived patameters 

Recruited : Bo 
Recruited : B79 
Recruited : Bm 
Recruited : B&o 
Recruited : B a 7 9  
Mature : Bo 
Matyre : B79 
Mature : Bm 
Mature : B a 0  
Mature : B&,9 

Lielihood components 

Trawl survey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 
Mean length 
Rec dew 
Total 

Analysis acronym 
TCkSOLA W S O L A  TCALo-SOLA TCAhi-SOLA TCLOLA 

yes 
Yes 
142 

no 

yes 
yes 

yes 
no 



Table 6 (continued) 

Data 
Trawl survey indices 

CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age ftequency 

Mean length 

Derived parameters 

Recruited : Bo 
Recruited : Bm 
Recruited : Bw 
Recruited : Bm/Bo 
Recruited : B ~ / B T ~  
Mature: Bo 
Mature : B79 
Mature : Bm 
Mature : B&o 
Mature : Bo&9 

Likelihood components 
Trawl survey indices 
CF'UE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Surrey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 
Mean length 
Rec devs 
Total 

Yes yes yes (low value 
in 1994) 

YW Yes Yes 
142 142 142 
yes yes yes 
Yes no Yes 

Analysis acronym 
TCZLSOLA TCLSOLAI 0 

2 series yes 
142 142 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
yes lower effective 

sample size 
no no 



Table' 7: Spdca t i oos  and results for the sensitivity tests that involve hreg the values (indicated by 
asterisks) for the growth and recruitment parameters Reported biomasses are mid-season values. 
Biomass units are '000 t. 

Data 
Trawl survey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 

Mean length 

Derived parameters 

Recruited : Bo 
Recruited : B79 
Recruited : Bm 
Recruited : B&o 
Recruited : B&79 
Mature : Bo 
Mature: B79 
Mature : Boa 
Mature : B&o 
Mature : B G 7 9  

Likelihood Components 
Trawl sltrvey indices 
CPUE indices 
Acoustic estimate 
Survey LFs 
Observer LFs 
Length-at-age 
Age frequency 
Mean Length 
Rec dew 
Total 

Analysis acronym 
TC.4-SOLA TA TCA TCAM C A 



3.3 Bayesian results 

Bayesian posterior distributions were computed for five of the analyses in Tables 6 and 7 (the base- 
case analysis TCA-SOLA, and the four analyses in which the growth and recruitment parameters are 
pre-specified rather than estimated). The emphasis for the Bayesian analyses has been placed on those 
analyses that ignore the length-frequency and age-composition data and instead pre-speclfy the values 
for the parameters that define growth and selectivity, primarily because of the focus on these analyses 
by the 2001 Assessment Plenary. TCLSOLA was chosen for consideration in this and the following 
sections because it includes all of the data (except, of course, for the information on the mean length 
of the survey catches). The use of the convergence statistics and plots (see, for example, Figure 6 for 
the traces for the log-posterior density, Bo, the age-at-50%-recruitment, and the six growth parameters 
for TCA-SOLA) indicated no evidence that the MCMC algorithm failed to converge for the 
parameters in Figure 6 and the mid-season biomasses. 

However, the Geweke (1992) statistic indicated a lack of convergence for some of the recruitment 
deviations. This is perhaps expected given the very large number (79) of these parameters and the 
name of the Geweke (1992) statistic which is based on conducting z-tests between the mean value of 
a quantity over the first 10% of the MCMC chain and the last 50% of this chain. The 'single chain 
Gelman' statistic which involves comparing the variability of the means in 10 segments of the chain 
with the variability within each such segment did not provide evidence for a lack of convergence for 
any of the parameters or the derived quantities. 

The posterior distributions for the Bayesian analyses based on fixed values for the reciuitment and 
growth parameters were determined by two separately developed computer programs as an additional 
test of the numerical methods used to sample parameter vectors from the posterior distributions. 

Posterior density Virgfn biomass 

Length (age 30) - male 

Length (age 60) - female 

Length (age 30) -'female Length (age 60) - male 

Sigma - male Sigma - female 

Figure 6: Traces for the negative of the logarithm of the posterior density and eight key parameters for 
the base-ease (TCA-SOLA) analysis. 



Table 8 lists posterior medians and 90% probability intervals for Bo, BlY7we B1- and B ~ w d B o  (in 
terms of the recluited component of the population) and the probability that Bigw exceeds 0.2Bo and 
B ~ ~ :  for the five Bayesian analyses. Figure 7 shows the medians and 90% probability intervals for the 
time-trajectories of mid-season recruited biomass for these analyses. The recruited biomass in 1999- 
2000 is estimated to be considerably in excess of both 0.2B0 and BbCsr (even though the estimates of 
absolute biomass differ markedly among the five analyses). 8 explores the results for analysis 
TCA-SOLA fwther'by means of the posteriors (summarised by their medians and 90% probability 
intervals) for mid-season recruited biomass, mid-season recruited biomass expressed as a percentage 
of Bo, and the recruitment deviations. 

Table 8: Posterior medians and 90% probability intervals for the quantitia B Q , B ~ , ,  Bl9,9*and 
B&BO (recruited component, biomass units '000 t) and the probability that Bxmoo exceeds 0.2& and 
BMSY. 

Run 4 Bm-n B1w-m B,,, IBo P(BIw>O.~BO) P~BIWFMM>BMSY) 
TCLSOLA 374 382 211 0.56 1.00 1.00 

[294,473] [333,448] [153,294] [0.42,0.78] 
TCA 321 325 142 0.44 1.00 0.93 

[223,4441 [243,4181 [96,2081 [0.31,0.661 
P A  336 342 157 0.46 1.00 0.95 -- - -. . 

t234.4921 [252,4721 [lo37 2461 [0.32.0.70] 
TCAM 336 352 162 0.48 1.00 0.98 

[230,484] [242,4601 [114,232] [0.34,0.70] 
TA 3 16 326 133 0.42 0.99 0.81 

[220,4631 [235,4631 [76,232] [0.24,0.73] 

TCLSOLA TCA CA 

TCAM TA 

Figure 7: Posterior medians (solid lines) and 90% probabilitg intervals (dotted lines) for the time- 
trajectory of mid-season recruited biomass for the five Bayesian analyses. 

The posterior medians in Table 8 can be compared with the MPD estimates in Tables 6 and 7 (with 
some care, given the treatment of the biascorrection factors - see Section 3.3). This comparison, and 

4 The yield (MCY, CAY, and MAY) estimates, and consequently the estimates of BhlsY, were obtained using a 

method analogous to that described by Francis (1992). with the main difference being that yields were 
calculated as a percentage of the recruited biomass rather than the mature biomass, and, for the TCA-SOLA 
analysis, account was taken that recruitment to the fishery is not the same as maturation. 



the upper left panel of Figure 8, confirm that, although there are differences behueen the MPD 
estimates and the posterior medians (and means), there are no undesirable results (e.g., the MPD 
estimate lying outside the 90% probability intervals). Figures 9 and 10 illustrate this further by 
displaying the marginal posteriors for Bo Elmm and B1999ddB0 (recruited component of the 
population) for the TCA-SOLA and TCAM analyses indicating the MPD estimates by arrows. 
Although the MPD estimates for the TCA-SOLA analysis are close to the modes of the marginal 
posterior distributions, this is not the case for the TCAM analysis. 

Recruited biomass Depktion (reoruiled Momass) 

Recruitment davlalions 

Figure 8: Posterior distribntions (medians and 90% probability intervals) for the TCA-SOLA analysis of 
the time-trajectories of recruited biomass, recruited biomass expressed as a percentage of Bo, and the 
recruitment deviations. The dots in the upper left panel represent the MPD point estimates of recruited 
biomass. 

Vlrgln blomass 

I 

Figure 9 : Marginal posterior distributions for the TCA-SOLA analysis for the virgin recruited biomass, 
Bo, the recruited biomass in 1999-2000, and the ratio Bl9*&B+ The arrows indicate the MPD estimates 
from Table 6. 



Virgin biomass 8199940 

Figure 10: Marginal posterior distributions for the TCAM analysis for the virgin recruited biomass, Bo, 
the recruited biomass in 1999-2000, and the ratio BmdBe m e  arrows indicate the MPD estimates from 
Table 7. 

3.4 Estimation of yields 

Table 9 lists the posterior medians and 90% probabilitfintervals for the estimates of maximum 
constant yield (MCY), current annual yield (CAY) and maximum average yield (MAY) (Francis 
(1992)) for the five Bayesian analyses. 

Table 9 : Estimates of equilibrium percentages and the associated yields (I, corrected for an assumed 
overrun of 5%) based on the posterior medians and 90% probability intervals for the five Bayesian 
analyses. 

Run ' MCY (%) 
TCLSOLA 1.62 

[1.50, 1.751 
TCA 1.43 

[1.43, 1.431 
C A 1.43 

[1.43, 1.431 
TCAM 1.43 

[1.43, 1.431 
TA 1.43 

[1.43, 1.431 

CAY (%) 
8.56 

[7.67,9.79] 
6.68 

t6.68.6.681 
6.68 

t6.68.6.681 
6.68 

t6.68. 6.681 
6.68 

[6.68, 6.681 

3.5 Forward projections 

MCY (t) 
5 800 

[4 W , 6  7001 
4 400 

[3 000.6 0001 
4 600 

I3 200. 6 7001 
4 600 

[3 100.6 6001 
4 300 

[3 000,6 3001 

CAY (t) 
17 2M) 

[12 300.25 1001 
9 000 

[6 100,13 3001 
10 000 

[6 500.15 7001 
10 300 

[7 200.14 7001 
8 500 

14 800.14 8001 

MAY ( t )  
8 300 

[6 500, 10 5001 
6 400 

[4 500,s 9001 
6 800 

[4 700.9 9001 
6 700 

[4 600.9 7001 
6 400 

[4 400.9 3001 

Forward projections were carried out for the five Bayesian assessments for a 10-year period with the 
catch held constant at a range of levels. The results from these five projections were then used to 
calculate the catch levels that would be required to meet each of the following three criteria (see also 
Francis (2001a)). which are defined in tenns of the recruited biomass in the last year of the projection 
(B- -B2-1a given a lo-year projection period): 



0 safety criterion: the probability that Burr exceeds 20% Bo should be at least 0.9 (this criterion is 
consistent with the definition ofsafety that is used in the calculation of MCY and CAY), 

0 target criterion: the probability that B- exceeds BMSP should be at least 0.5 (this relates to the 
Fisheries Act requirement that a stock should be at or above the level that sustains MSY), and 

0 moving towards Badsp criterion: B- should be less than B1- (since B199gw is greater than 
BMs, the stock will move towards Bm only if B- is less than BI-). 

Table 10 lists the values for the annual constant catches that satisfy each of these criteria for the five 
Bayesian assessments. 

Table 10: Annual constant catches (nnadjkted for the 5% over-run) required to satisfy the three criteria 
in 2009-10 for the five Bayesian analyses. 

Maximum catch (t) Minimum catch (t) 
Run 'Safety' criterion 'Target' criterion 'Moving to EMS< criterion 
TCA-SOL 21 200 31 500 18 200 
A 
TCA 
CA 
TCAM 
TA 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The method used in this paper to assess the northeastern Chatham Rise stock of orange toughy 
extends that of Hilborn et al. (2000) by estimating the parameters of the growth curve within the 
assessment. It also uses new data on age-frequency, length-at-age, and trends in catch-rates, as well as 
revised acoustic estimates. The catches, trawl survey indices, acoustic estimates and catch rates used 
in this assessment are the same as those used by Francis (2001a). However, Francis (2001a) did not 
use the age-frequency or the length-at-age data directly, and used mean lengths rather than length- 
frequencies. 

The base-case assessment flC.4-SOLA) is fined to all the data sets that were considered suitable and 
representative for this stock - catches, catch-rates, trawl survey indices, acoustic estimates, observer 
and survey length-frequencies, the 1984 survey age-frequency distribution, and the length-at-age data , 

from the surveys in 1984 and 1990. In general, the model fits these data sets reasonably 'well (Figures 
2-3, with no evidence for major model mis-specification. 

The results of the base-case assessment show that the age-at-50%-recruitment to the commercial 
fishery is larger than the age-at-50%-maturity, but not to the extent found by Hilborn et al. (2000). 
Mature biomass slightly exceeds recruited biomass, but there is no evidence for a large pool of mature 
but unrecruited animals as implied by Hilborn et al. (2000). This change appears to be due to fitting 
the growth curve to the length-at-age data withi  the assessment, rather than before the assessment. 
For example, K (females) changes from 0.061 yeail (assumed in previous assessments) to 0.077 year-' 
(estimated in this assessment). The model fit to the length-at-age data for females is somewhat worse 
than to the data for males (see Figure 5). The present assessment estimates the age-at-50%- 
recruitment to the commercial fihery and the age-at-50%-survey-recruitment. However, this. 
assessment is based on a pre-specified value for the age-atJO%-maturity (which is the lower bound 
for the estimates of the age-at-50%-recruitment to the commercial fishery and the age-at-50%-survey- 
recruitment), even though there is clearly uncertainty regarding the size of this parameter. 

The base-case results are broadly similar to those of Francis (2001a). Both assessments show similar 
trends in abundance, and both estimate the stock to be presently above B ~ s y  with high probability. 
The estimates of MCY and MAY are also similar between the two assessments, although the 
estimates of CAY are higher in this assessment than in Francis (2001a), and results from catch 



projebtions are much more optimistic (Table 10). Scenario TCAM in ~ a b l e s  8 and 9 corresponds most 
closely to the assumptions and data used by Francis (2001a). The results for this scenario match quite 
closely (estimates of current biomass and depletion are very similar, and there is little discrepancy in 
estimates of CAY or in results from catch projections). However, it should be noted that the method 
of Francis (2001a) is based on the SIR algorithm. Attempts to use this algorithm failed, in the sense 
that the sample from the posterior was dominated by a small number of parameter vectors, even for 
the analyses which fixed the growth and recruitment parameters. This is probably because the data set 
upon which the present analyses are based is substantially larger than earlier data sets. This suggests 
that additional testing of the method of Francis (2001a) may be warranted. 

The results are sensitive to some of the assumptions and data set choices. In particular, the results in 
Tables 8-10 show that the estimates of current depletion and of yields based on catch projections are 
considerably more optimistic when all of the data are used and growth is estimated within the 
assessment. However, the general conclusion, that the stock is presently above target reference levels, 
is robust across choice of data sets and assumptions, a result also found by Francis (2001a). 
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Appendix A : The Population Dynamics Model 

Ill. Resource Dynamics 
The dynamics of fish aged 2 and older are described by the following equations: 

where N:, is the number of recruited fish of age a and sex k at start of year y, 

u;,, is the number of unrecruited fish of age a and sex k at start of year y, 

Q,, is the proportion of unrecruited fish of age a-1 which recruit at age a: 

if a = 1  
('4.2) 

otherwise 

Pa is the proportion of fish of age a which would be recruited at deterministic 
equilibrium: 

i f a = l  

)-I otherwise' 
(A.3) 

z is the maximum (lumped) age class, 

4 is the age at which 50% of fish would be recruited at deterministic equilibrium, 

S, is the parameter that determines the extent of gradual recruitment, 
M is the instantaneous rate of natural mortality, and 
F, is the instantaneous rate of fishing mortality during year y. 

Note that, unlike previous assessments of Chatham Rise orange toughy, Equation (A.3) does not 
implement the assumption that selectivity is 0 below age A, - S, and 1 above age A, + S, . This 
change is needed to ensure that the likelihood function is differentiable withrespect to the model 
parameters. 

The biomass of recruited fish at the start of year y is given by: 

and the biomass of recruited fish in the middle of year y is given by : 



where wi . is the mass (in tomes) of a f sh  age a and sex k, given here by the von Bertalanffy 
growth equation and the dometric length-weight relationship: 

L: , K~ ,tt are the parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth equation for sex k, 
a is the constant of the length-weight relationship' ~eng th  in cm and weight in kg) for 

sex k, and 
b is the power coefficient of the length-weight relationship for sex k. 

The growth curve is parametensed in terms of go, & and ti for improved numerical stability when 
conducting the Bayesian analyses (see Section 3.3). 

A.2. Births 

where 0, 

i3; 

Q, 

4, 
s, 
a, P 

is the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the multiplicative fluctuations in 
births, 
is a random variable from N (0; 4) , 
is biomass of mature females in the middle of year y: 

is the fraction of females of age a that are mature: 

is the age at which 50% of females would be mature, 

is the parameter that determines the extent of gradual maturity of females, and 

are the parameters of the stock-rec~itment relationship (see Section A.3) 

A.3. Initial conditions 
The initial (year y = y, ) numbers-at-age are given by the equations: 

where E, is a random variable from ~ ( 0 ;  a:) , 
R1 is the number of ~-~ear-olds at deterministic equilibrium: 



Bo is the unexploited equilibrium recruited biomass at mid-season. 

Recruitment variability is not added to the plus-group because this group comprises a large number of 
ageclasses which will largely damp out this effect. 

The stock-recruitment parameters a and are calculated from 6;. mid-season spawning biomass at 

deterministic equilibrium, and RI: 

where 2?iLj and u l j  are given by Equation (A.lO) when &, = 0 and 0, = 0. 

(A. 13) 

where d is the steepness parameter. 

A.4. Catches 
Fy, the instantaneous rate of fishing mortality during year y, is calculated using equation: 

Fy = - h ( l  - C, /(By e4.SM )) (A. 14) 

where Cy is catch in year y. 

The assumption of a discrete fishery occurring instantaneously in the middle of the year is made 
primarily for computational convenience but also because most of the catch has (historically) been 
taken during the spawning season (assumed to be the middle of the year). 



Appendix B : The contributions to the likelihood function 

6.1. Relative abundance indices 
The observed biomass indices, O,, are assumed to be independently and log-normally distributed 

with means en(qE,) and standard deviations ci. The c, are assumed to be known, and q is 

estimated using maximum likelihood. The likelihood of observing the biomass indices, Oi , is given 

by: 

where Ei is the expected biomass, 

4 is the catchability coefficient, 
Ci is the standard deviation of en(O,), and 
n is the number of data points. 

The log-likelihood is therefore: 

Differentiating Equation (B.2) with respect to q and solving the resultant equation provides the 
maximum likelihood estimate of q: 

*S . The biomass available to the haw1 surveys, By , is defined by a 'survey selectivity' (which may differ 

from the maturity ogive), the acoustic estimates are assumed to relate to the mature component of the 

biomass available to the trawl surveys, 6:. and catch-rate indices are assumed to be proportional to 

the mid-season recruited biomass, &,, i.e.: 

where is the proportion of fish of age a that are recruited to the bawl survey gear: 

i f a = l  
+ e-t"'19"a-A"ls, ) '  otherwise 



where 4 is the age-at-50%-survey-recnitment. 

8.2. Absolute abundance indices 
The observed biomass indices, 4 ,  are assumed to be independently and log-normally distributed 

with means en(Ei) and (known) standard deviations ci. The likelihood of observing the biomass 

indices, Gi , is given by: 

The log-likelihood is thus: 

8.3. Age-composition data 
The contribution by the age frequency data to the logarithm of the likelihood function is: 

where Q,,, is the observed proportion of f ~ h  in age frequency sample p having an age lying in 

age interval i, 

0 i . p  is the model-predicted value of : 

tin = (1 - Q ~ ) Q ~ ~  
N, is the number of years of age frequency data, 

N, is the number of age intervals in the age frequency for each year, < = min(~,,l000)-~, and 

S, is the effective sample size for age frequency sample p. 

8.4. Size-composition data 
The approach used to include the length-frequency data in the likelihood function follows Equation 
(B.8) except that the expected value is given by: 

where is the proportion for sex k of animals of age a that are in (Icm) length-class [: 



d is the coefficient of variation in length-at-age for sex k (assumed to be independent of 
age), 
is the mid-point of length-class I ,  and 

AL is the half the width of each length-class. 

8.5. Length-at-age data 
The contribution of the length-at-age data to the logarithm of the likelihood function is based on the 
assumption that length-at-age is log-normally distributed: 

where I, ' 

is the length of'the ith fish for which age and length is available, 

& is the modelestimate of the mean length of a fish with age equal to that of the ith fish 
for which age and length is available (see Equation A.6), and 

d is the coefficient of variation in length-at-age that corresponds to the sex of the ith 
fish for which age and length is available. 


